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Let e,, denote the nonorientable surface of nonorientable genus n. A graph G is 
irreducible for e,, if G does not embed in e,, but any proper subgraph does embed. 
Let ZJX,,) denote the set of cubic irreducible graphs for 2,. This note proves 
THEOREM. Z3(z,) is finite for each n. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let C, denote the closed orientable surface of genus n, and let z, denote 
the closed nonorientable surface of nonorientable genus n. An embedding of 
a graph G in a surface Z is a one-to-one map cp: Gc;E. Define the orien- 
table genus of G, y(G), as the minimum k such that G embeds in C,. 
Similarly define nonorientable genus, y”(G), as the minimum k such that G 
embeds in z,. The generalized genus of G, jj( G), is defined as the minimum 
of the set {2y(G), y”(G)). Th e g eneralized genus of a surface, p(C), is 2k if 
Z=Ek and k if Z=z,. 
An embedding cp: Gq C is called an orientable genus embedding, or a 
nonorientable genus embedding, provided E = Cy(GI or Z = zpo, respec- 
tively. Similarly, an embedding cp: G + Z is called a generalized genus 
embedding provided C is either zr(cI or Z(1,zJ7(c). 
Let P be some property of a graph. G is P-critical provided G has 
property P but no proper subgraph of G has property P. For example, if P 
is the property that y(G) > 1 then the P-critical graphs, denoted (y > l)- 
critical, are precisely Kuratowski’s two graphs [S] which are irreducible 
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graphs for the sphere C,. A cubic graph is one in which each vertex is of 
valency 3. 
Using analogous notation to that above, the main result of this paper is: 
THEOREM 1.1. There exists a nondecreasing function f: N + N such that 
for any cubic graph G and for any n E N: 
(1) If G is (72 n)-critical, then G contains at most f(n) vertices; and 
(2) if G is (7 > n)-critical, then G contains at most f(n) vertices. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 appears in Section 2. 
A graph G is (y” > n)-critical if G does not embed in x, _ 1 but any proper 
subgraph does embed in r,- i. Such a graph is also known in the literature 
as an irreducibze graph for the surface x,- i. Let ZJ(zk) denote the set of 
cubic irreducible graphs for 2,. Restating part ( 1) of Theorem 1.1 we get 
THEOREM 1.2. Z3(zk) is finite for each k. 
Kuratowski [S] inaugurated this subject by classifying the irreducible 
graphs for the sphere or real plane. The first breakthrough in generalizing 
Kuratowski’s result was by M. Milgram [6] who proved the above 
Theorem 1.2 in the case k = 1. Two concepts used by Milgram are men- 
tioned here as they have proved fundamental to subsequent work in the 
field, including that of this paper. One key concept is that of recognizing a 
subgraph of a graph G which has the property that whenever G is embed- 
ded in a surface, the subgraph contains a cycle which is not null homotopic 
in the surface. A second key concept utilized by Milgram is a slight exten- 
sion of the theorem that the size of a tree is bounded by a function of the 
number of its end points. A more detailed history of progress in this sub- 
ject, including outlines of methods, has appeared in numerous places, 
including [ 43. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section we prove the main result of this paper, Theorem 1.1. The 
results of Section 3 are assumed in Section 2; in particular, we will use 
Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.19. More notation is introduced before the 
proofs. 
For any finite set S, let ISI denote the number of elements of S. Assume 
G is a graph and C is a surface. Let V(G) and E(G) denote the sets of ver- 
tices and edges respectively of G. Let V,(G) denote the set of topological 
vertices of G, i.e., V,(G) are those vertices of G which are not of valence 2. 
Similarly, let E,(G) denote the set of topological edges of G, which is the 
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set of all arcs A c G which have as end points A n V,(G). If cp: G 4 Z is an 
embedding, then a region is a connected component of E - cp( G), the com- 
plement of the image of cp; also, the boundary of a region R is a subset of 
the image of cp (or occasionally referred to, for convenience, as the subset 
of G which is mapped to that subset) which is the topological boundary of 
R in C. G is said to be C-OTC, or C-open two cell, provided every region of 
every embedding of G in Z is an open two cell. G is said to be Z-CTC, or 
C-closed two cell, provided that for every region of every embedding of G in 
Z the union of the region and its boundary is a closed two cell. The 
ordered pair (G, H) will be called a pair provided H is a subgraph of G. A 
pair (G, H) is called a Z-pair provided H is Z-OTC and G does not embed 
in C. A pair (G, H) is 2-connected provided both G and H are 2-connected. 
Similarly, (G, H) is cubic provided G is cubic and H is homeomorphic to a 
cubic graph. 
In considerations of one single embedding cp: Hq Z, reference to cp will 
be frequently replaced by treating H as a graph which is a subspace of C. 
Hence if H is a C-OTC graph embedded in Z, the regions correspond to 
the components of Z - H, and the boundary of a region R is a (not 
necessarily simple) cycle in H. In discussing this situation, R will be depic- 
ted in figures as a region with a simple cycle boundary which contains 
some of the identifications of the boundary graph. As an example see Fig. 1 
which depicts an example of a cubic two-connected &pair (G, H). 
THEOREM 3.19. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected Z-pair such that for 
every embedding q: H 4 C, 
a 
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FIG. 1. H is the graph depicted on a torus, ,?I1 (preserving indicated identification); G is H 
together with three edges ei, all with a common endpoint u and a second endpoint i, i = 1,2,3; 
the region R is given two alternate depictions. 
582b/39/3-4 
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(1) No two edges e 1, e2 of H are in the boundary of a single common 
region R in the arrangement depicted: 
(2) No three edges of H are in the boundaries of the same two regions 
RI, R, in the arrangement depicted: 
2 5 
el e3 
1 0 R2 6 
4 e2 3 
Then there exists a 2-connected Z-pair (G, K) such that K does not embed in 
Z, ) V,(K) 1 is bounded by a function of 1 V,( H)[ and K contains a subgraph 
homeomorphic to H. 
Proof See Section 3. 1 
Let C be a simple cycle in C. C is orientable if there exists a 
neighborhood of C in Z which is homeomorphic to a cylinder. C is non- 
orientable if every neighborhood of C contains a homeomorph of a mtibius 
band. Note that any simple cycle is either orientable or nonorientable and 
not both. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Z be a surface and suppose (G, H) is a cubic 2-con- 
netted pair such that G does not embed in C, and y(H) = y(Z). Then there 
exists a 2-connected Kc G such that K does not embed in E, ) V,(K)1 is boun- 
ded by a function of) V,(H)/, and K contains a subgraph homeomorphic to H. 
Proof: We shall show y(H) = y(E) implies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.19 hold. By then applying Theorem 3.19, the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 is completed. 
If H does not embed in E, then define K= H and the theorem is shown. 
If cp: HGC is an embedding with a region R which is not homeomorphic to 
an open 2-cell, then H embeds in a surface C’with r(Z) <y(Z) by [9], or 
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briefly, either R is nonorientable (in which case replace a crosscap in R by 
a disc, forming a new surface C’) or R contains an orientable simple cycle 
C which is not null homotopic in C (in which case remove C and sew in 
two closed discs to form a new surface Z”). Observe that q(H) c Z n Z’ so 
we have H 4 Z’ with y(Z) < y(Z). This contradicts f(H) = y(C). Thus H is 
Z-OTC and (G, H) is a cubic 2-connected C-pair. 
By way of contradiction, suppose cp: Hc; Z: has a region R with 2 edges, 
e, and e2, appearing in cyclic order e I , e 2, e, , e2 in the boundary cycle of R 
as depicted in hypothesis (1) of Theorem 3.19. Let C1 be a simple cycle in 
C with C1 n q(H) a singleton in e, such that C1 lies in R and runs from 
one copy of e, in the boundary cycle of R to the other copy of e, . 
We observe C1 is not homologically null since H 2-connected implies C, 
does not disconnect H. Moreover C1 is orientable; otherwise (as suggested 
in Fig. 2), deleting both copies of the edge e, lying in R u e, and adding in 
the dotted edge e, as shown in Figure 2 yields an embedding cp’: HciC 
which is not open two-cell, which is a contradiction. Thus R must look like 
the region in Fig. 3. Construct a new surface z by removing cycle C1 and 
sewing in two closed 2-cells. Since C1 is orientable and is not homologically 
null, 2; is a connected surface and y(z) = r(E) - 2. Also we have an 
embedding Cp: H - e, 4 E induced by cp: HG Z:. Under @ edge e2 bounds 
two regions RI and R2 as shown in the first part of Fig. 4. By sewing in a 
crosscap as shown in Fig. 4 we can extend @ to an embedding of all of H, 
the new surface having generalized genus y(C) - 1. This contradicts 
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r(H) = #Z). Thus our assumption that cp has a region R with edges e, , e2 
appearing in cyclic order e, e2e1 e2 is false, and hypothesis ( 1) of 
Theorem 3.19 is shown. 
Next, by way of contradiction, suppose cp: HGZ is an embedding with 
regions R1 and R2 as shown in Fig. 5 (i.e., as in hypothesis (2) of 
Theorem 3.19). 
Let C be a cycle through edges e, and e2 as shown in Fig. 5. Observe C 
is orientable and also note C is not homologically null, since e3 appears on 
either side of C, implying that C does not disconnect E. Again from a new 
connected surface 2 by deleting C and sewing in two 2-cells, T(z) = 
y(Z) - 2. Note we have an embedding Cp: H- {e,, e2} GE induced by cp. 
Under Cp, edge e3 bounds regions R; and R; as shown in Fig. 6. Sewing in a 
crosscap we can extend (p to an embedding of all of H (as shown in Fig. 7), 
the new surface having generalized genus y(E) - 1. This contradicts 
y(H) = y(E), and our assumption of regions R, and R2 as in Fig. 5 is 
wrong. Thus hypothesis (2) of Theorem 3.19 is established. 
We have shown (G, H) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.19. By 
applying Theorem 3.19 we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. # 
For any graph G, y”(G) < 2y(G) + 1 (see [ 81.) If either equality holds or 
r(G) = y”(G) = y(G) = 0, then G is called orientably simple. A block of G is a 
maximal nonseparable subgraph of G. In other words, a block of G is 
either a vertex which is in no edge of G, or an edge of G not contained in 
any simple cycle in G, or a maximal subgraph of G covered by simple 
cycles of G. 
6 6 
FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let (Bi)y= 1 be the blocks of a graph G. Then G is orientably 
simple if and only if each Bi is orientably simple. 
Proof: See [7]. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ( Bi) I= 1 be the blocks of a graph G. Then 
tl) YtG)=CY=l YtBi) 
t2) 7tG) = CY= 1 7tBi) 
(3) y”(G)=Cl=l Y(Bi) ifG ~1 is anar or not orientably simple. 
(4) y”(G)= 1 +Cl=l y(Bi) ifG is orientably simple and nonplanar. 
Proof Conclusion (1) is the main result in [ 11. Conclusions (2), (3), 
and (4) are rewordings of the main result in [7]. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let the graph G be either (y 2 n)-critical, (jj 3 n )-critical or 
(7 2 n)-critical. Then G does not contain a cut edge. 
Proof By way of contradiction let e be a cut edge of such a graph G. 
The blocks of G-e are the same as the blocks of G with the exception that 
e is an orientably simple block of G with r(e) = 0. Thus by Lemma 2.3, 
W - 4 = y(G), W - 4 = W, and y(G - e) = jj( G). In each case, this 
contradicts the criticalness of G. 1 
Before proving Theorem 1.1, it remains only to refer to Section 3 for 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (G, H) be a cubic pair, G 2-connected and H not 
containing cut edges. Then there exists a 2-connected cubic pair (G, K), 
KX H, with 1 V,(K)1 < 5 1 V,(H)I. 
THEOREM 1.1. There exists a nondecreasing function f: N + N such that 
for any cubic graph G and any natural number n E N: 
(1) If G is (y”>n)-critical then I V(G)1 <f(n); 
(2) Zf G is (73 n)-critical then I V(G)1 <f(n). 
Proof We define f inductively. To start the induction we note 
Kuratowski’s theorem [3] characterizes both (7 2 1)-critical graphs and 
(7 2 1 )-critical graphs. Thus we define f (1) = 6. 
For the induction step, let n E N and assume f has been defined as a non- 
decreasing function satisfying (1) and (2) for all natural numbers less than 
n. Let G be a cubic graph. 
Case 1. Assume G is not 2-connected, and assume that G is either 
(a) (7 2 n)-critical, or 
(b) (y” 2 n)-critical and not orientably simple. 
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Since G is cubic, by Lemma 2.4 we have that the blocks of G are exactly 
the components of G. Let { Ci}~= 1 be these components. Observe 
16 r( Ci) 6 n - 1 for all i, as planar blocks cannot increase either y(G) or 
y”(G). Thus 2 < k 6 n. 
Pick i = l,..., k and e E Ci. By the criticalness of G, Lemma 2.3 implies 
that T(Ci - e) < +jj( Ci). Thus each Ci is (7 > j)-critical for some j = y( Ci); 
therefore, by the induction hypothesis 1 V( Ci)l 6 f(j). In summary we have 
at most n components Ci, each (7 > j)-critical for some j < n, and 1 V(G)1 = 
CL 1 I v(ci)l d nf(n - 1): 
Case 2. Assume G is not 2-connected, G is (7 > n)-critical and orien- 
tably simple. As in Case 1 let { Ci >f= 1 be the blocks (components) of G. 
Again 16 y( Ci) 6 n - 1 for all i SO 2 < k < n. We will show each Ci is 
(y” 2 j,)-critical, where ji = y”(Ci). For then by the induction hypothesis we 
again have IV(C,)l <f(ji) and IV(G)1 =Cf=, IV(C,)l <nf(n-1). 
By Lemma 2.2 each Ci is orientably simple. Hence for each Ci, T( Ci) = 
2y( Ci) + 1, 0 < r( Ci) = 2y( Ci) and SO r( Ci) = T( Ci) - 1. Let e be an edge of 
Ci. If Ci - e is orientably simple, Lemma 2.3 shows r( Ci - e) < y(Ci). This 
implies T( Ci - e) < y( Ci). If Ci - e is not orientably simple then p( Ci - e) < 
y( Ci) implies y”( Ci - e) < y”( Ci) - 1 which implies T( Ci - e) < y”( Ci). We con- 
clude Ci is (y” b j,)-critical, where ji = T( Ci) and I V( G)I is bounded as 
desired. 
Case 3. Assume G is (‘y”> n)-critical and G is 2-connected. Since G is 
(7 2 n)-critical, we know T(G) > n - 1, so G contains a (7 > n - 1 )-critical 
graph Gr . Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 3.1 imply that there exists a 2-con- 
netted cubic pair (G, G2) such that I V,(G,)I < 5 I T/,(G,)I and GZ1 G,. 
If T(G2) = n, then G2 = G and we have the desired bound. Hence assume 
Y”(G) =n-1. 
If y(G,) # n - 1, then G2 is orientably simple and each embedding of G2 
in Gl,, - 1 is a generalized genus embedding. Thus by Theorem 2.1, there 
exists a 2-connected G3 c G such that G3 does not embed in Z,,- 1, 
I V,( GJ is bounded by a function of I V,( G2)l, and G3 contains a subgraph 
homeomorphic to GZ. Thus Y(G3) > n - 1. If Y(G2) = n - 1, let G3 = G2. 
If T(G3) = n, then G3 = G and we have I &(G,)( bounded as a function of 
I V,( GJ as desired. Hence assume v( G3) = n - 1. 
Since Y(G3) = n - 1 we know that any embedding of G3 in c,- 1 is a 
generalized genus embedding. Thus by Theorem 2.1, there exists a 2-con- 
netted G4 c G such that G4 does not embed in e, _ 1 and I V,(G,)I is boun- 
ded as a function of I IQ GJ. Therefore G4 = G. 
Hence we have that I V( G)( is appropriately bounded. 
Case 4. Assume G is (7 2 n)-critical and G is 2-connected. Since 
y”(G) 2 n there exists a G1 c G such that G, is (‘ya n)-critical. By 
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Proposition 3.1 there exists a 2-connected G2 with GI G2=) G1 and 
I Jw2)I d 5 I JwlM~ 
If y(G,) 2 n then G = G2 and we have the desired bound. 
If r(Gz) < n then G2 is orientably simple and every embedding of G2 in 
&I - 1)/2 is a generalized genus embedding. Thus by Theorem 2.1 there 
exists a 2-connected G, c G such that G, does not embed in Z,, _ 1j,2 and 
1 V,(G,)I is bounded as a function of ) V/,(G,)I. Thus jj( G3) >/ n and by 
criticalness G3 = G. Thus we again have I V( G)J appropriately bounded. 
These four cases exhaust the possibilities. And in each case we showed 
that I V(G)\ is bounded as a function of f(i) for 1 < i < n. Defining f(n) to 
be the maximum of these four bounds completes the inductive proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 1 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.19 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 3.19. The material of 
this section is independent of the material of Sections 1 and 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (G, H) be a cubic pair, G 2-connected and H not 
containing cut edges. Then there exists a 2-connected cubic pair (G, K), 
KI H, with (V,(K)\ d 5 (V/,(H)J. 
Proof. We observe that in a cubic graph without cut edges the blocks 
of H are the components of H. We will give a construction which yields a 
cubic graph without cut edges having k fewer components (k 2 1) and at 
most 4k more topological vertices. Since the number of components of H is 
at most ) V,(H)I, repeated use of this construction yields a 2-connected K 
with the desired bound on I I/,@[. 
Pick vertices x and y in different components of H. Since G is 2-connec- 
ted, there exists a simple cycle C in G containing x and y. In the graph 
C u H pick a simple cycle C from the set of simple cycles which intersect at 
least 2 components of H such that C minimizes the number of edges of G 
which are in C but not in H. The graph C u H is the desired graph. 
To see C u H has no cut edges we observe every edge e is either in cycle 
C or in a 2-connected component of H. To see C u H has strictly fewer 
components we note C was chosen to intersect at least two components of 
H. Let k be the difference between the number of components of H and the 
number of components of Cu H. It remains to show I V,( % u H)I < 
I Wf)l + 4k. 
Let a: [0, 11 + C be a path with a(O) = a( 1) 4 H such that no two dis- 
tinct arcs in [O, 1 f are mapped to the same edge of C. Let (Bi);= 1 be an 
indexed set of components of H which intersect the image of a, with the 
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natural order induced by the indices corresponding to the order induced by 
a from the natural linear order on [O, 11. By selecting c with a minimal 
number of edges in c- I& we have that Bi = Bj implies i = j or a(O) E 
B, = B,. However a(O) $ H, so the blocks (Bi}l= 1 are pairwise distinct, 
n = k + 1, and c u H has exactly 2n more topological vertices than H as 
depicted in Fig. 8. The result follows since 2n = 2(k + 1) < 4k. i 
Let K be a subgraph of G which is homeomorphic to the complete bipar- 
tite graph &. We say K is a k-graph of G provided there exists a graph L 
with Kc L c G such that L is homeomorphic to K3,3 and L contains 
exactly one cubic vertex not in K. A more general definition of a k-graph 
appears in [2] but it is not needed here. A key property of k-graphs is 
given in the following lemma, using the standard topological terminology 
that a graph embedded in a surface Z is contractible (in Z) if and only if it 
is contained in an open disc D c C. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be a k-graph of G and suppose q: G 4 E is an embed- 
ding. Then there exists a cycle C in K such that q(C) is not contractible in Z. 
ProoJ See [2]. 1 
The following lemma will allow us to find k-graphs in a graph G. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a cubic graph, let e be an edge of G, let C be a 
2-connected subgraph of G not containing e, and let L be a connected com- 
ponent of G - C not containing e. If G does not embed in Z but cp: G - eGZ 
is an embedding with q(C) contractible in Z:, then there exists a k-graph of G 
which is disjoint from L. 
ProoJ: See [2]. 1 
Let (G, H) be a cubic pair. A (G, H) bridge B is the closure in G of a 
topological component of G - H. The vertices of attachment of B, hen- 
ceforth denoted vofa(B), are those vertices of G which form B n H. 
A E-pair (G, H) is critical provided that for every edge e of G - H, G - e 
embeds in E. A O-graph of G is any subgraph of G which is homeomorphic 
FIG. 8. Case n = 3. 
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to K2,3 or equivalently, homeomorphic to the greek letter 0. A pair (G, H) 
is &less provided that for each topological edge e E E,(H) and for each 
(G, H) bridge B, there does not exist a e-graph of G contained in B u e. 
Finally, recall that a graph H is C-CTC provided that for each 
embedding cp: Hci:C and for any region R of cp, R together with the boun- 
dary cycle R in Z is homeomorphic to a closed 2-cell. This condition 
prevents the repetition of edges (and vertices) in the boundary cycle of a 
region. A C-pair (G, H) is effectively closed two cell, or C-ECTC, provided 
that H is C-OTC and that for any embedding cp: HGZ and for any region 
R of q, if e is a topological edge of H appearing twice on the boundary 
cycle of R then e is an edge of G. Notice that for the purposes of 
augmenting an embedding of H into X by adding certain bridges of G - H, 
the condition ZECTC allows us to “pretend” that H is C-CTC. The 
importance of the two concepts &less and Z-ECTC is shown by the follow- 
ing proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected critical Z-pair. Sup- 
pose either: 
(1) There exists a O-subgraph of G which is disjoint from H, or 
(2) (G, H) is Z-ECTC and is not O-less. 
Then I &(@I 6 I K(H)1 + 8. 
Proof. Let (G, H) satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 3.4, assume that 
B is a (G, H) bridge, and let e E E,(H) such that B u e contains a O-graph. 
It suffices to show that there is a k-graph Jc G which either under 
hypothesis (1) is disjoint from H or under hypothesis (2) is disjoint from 
H - e, as then: 
1. There exists a Kc G which is homeomorphic to K3,3 with J a 
k-graph of K by the definition of k-graph. 
2. Hu K does not embed in Z by Lemma 3.2 because under 
hypothesis (1) or (2) there does not exist a noncontractible cycle disjoint 
from H (if (1): H is Z-CTC) or disjoint from H-e (if (2): H is Z-ECTC). 
3. G = H u K since (G, H) is a critical C-pair, moreover, no proper 
subgraph of G contains a k-graph disjoint from H or disjoint from H - e, 
respectively. 
4. More specifically, G = H u J u (u T= 1 A i), where each Ai is a shor- 
test possible path with an endpoint in J and an endpoint in H such that the 
two cubic vertices of J separate in J each pair Ai n J, Aj n J for i # j, and 
Kz JU (uz=, Ai) (observe that if Hn J# 0, then for one of the Ai, 
AiE V,(Hn J)). 
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5. V(G) = Vt(H) u V,(HnJ) u UT= I V,(A,), and by step 4 above, 
Hn J is either empty or an arc, and hence 
6. 1 V(G)1 6 1 V/,(H)1 + 8 as desired. 
We now proceed to show that by Lemma 3.3 such a k-graph Jexists. Let 
B’ c Bu e be a O-graph. If none of the 3 simple cycles C of B’ separates 
B - c from H - e in G, then B’ is a k-graph of G, since B’ is disjoint from 
the connected graph H - e. Hence assume that there exists a simple cycle 
Cc B’ which separates B’ - C from H - e. Let e be an edge in B’ - C, and 
let cp: G - Zcs Z be an embedding (recall that (G, H) is critical). Then cp( C) 
is contractible in Z, since under hypothesis (1) or (2), H is Z-OTC or 
25ECTC, respectively. Thus by Lemma 3.3 there exists a k-graph J in G 
which is disjoint from H (or H - e, respectively) as desired, and the 
proposition is shown. 1 
Having shown one use of the concepts O-less and Z-ECTC, we prove the 
following lemma as a step towards proving the existence of a Z-ECTC pair. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected Z-pair. Then there exists 
a critical C-pair (G’, K), GIG’ I> KX H’, where H’ is homeomorphic to H, 
such that no (G’, K) bridge B has vofa(B) c e for any topological edge e of 
K. Moreover 
Proof: Let (G’, R) be the critical Z-pair with G’ c G, H homeomorphic 
to H, that minimizes V,(G’). Pick H’ c G’, H’ homeomorphic to H, such 
that the number of (G’, H’) bridges is minimal. Note that (G’, H’) is also 
critical, or else there exists a G” c G’ with (G”, H’) critical and with 
I KWI < I CWI, contradicting our choice of G’. We will form K from H 
by augmenting with selected paths in G’ - H’. 
If G’ contains a O-graph which is disjoint from H’, then by 
Proposition 3.4 I V,( G’)I 6 I V,( H’)I + 8. Defining the pair (G’, K) as (G’, G’) 
satisfies the conclusions of this lemma. Hence we may assume there is no 
e-graph disjoint from H’. 
For each e E E,(w), let &?e denote the set of all (G’, H’) bridges B with 
vofa(B) c e. For a bridge BE Be, let a, b denote the vofa(B) such that an 
arc, denoted [a, b], in e has endpoints a, b, and vofa(B) c [a, b], also let 
P, denote a shortest path from a to b in B. Now define K to be the union 
of H’ and the arcs PB for each e E E,(H’) and BE ae. To see that I V,(K)1 < 
I V,(H’)I + 6 IE,(H’)I, it suftices to show that for each topological edge e of 
H’, ~~,J d 3. Before proving this bound we examine some properties of 
(G’, K) bridges. 
We first observe that each (G’, K) bridge B is contained in a (G’, H’) 
bridge B’ since H’ c K. If B = B’ then B’ # 9?e for any e E: E,( H’), so B has 
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vertices of attachment in at least 2 topological edges of H’ and hence also 
of K. Thus if B has vertices of attachment in only one topological edge of 
K, it must be strictly contained in some B’ E &?$, and that topological edge 
of K must be the path Pg’. Note that if B consists of a single edge of G’ 
then we contradict our choice of Pgl as a shortest path since G’ has no 
parallel edges. If B consists of more than a single edge then we must 
necessarily have a e-graph disjoint from H’, again a contradiction. Thus 
each (G’, K) bridge B has vertices of attachment in at least two topological 
edges of K as desired. 
Next, for eeE,(H’) and BE~~, consider a, b E vofa(B), [a, b], and 
P, c B as before. We claim that {a, b} forms a cut set of G’. If not, then 
there must exist a vertex c E ([a, b] - vofa(B)) such that c is a vertex of 
attachment for some (G’, H’) bridge B’ # B. Note that since no (G’, K) 
bridge has all its vertices of attachment in Pg, for the graph H” = (H’ - 
Ca, bW&, a homeomorphic copy of H, (B - PB) u [a, b] u B’ is in a 
single (G’, H”) bridge so H” has strictly fewer bridges than H’, con- 
tradicting our choice of H’. Hence, each P, has as endpoints {a, b} which 
forms a cut set of G’. 
It remains only to show that [a,,[ < 3 for each e E E,(w); assume 
e E E,(K) with four distinct bridges Bi E ae for i = 1, 2, 3,4. Assume that 
the subscripts are chosen sequential in e, that is, for each ai, bi the 
endpoints of the arc Pe,, the seven arcs in e, [ai, bi] and [bi, ai+ 1] contain 
at most their endpoints in common, as shown in Fig. 9. 
We note that each Biu [ai, bi] u Ai must be nonplanar, where Ai is an 
arc in H’ - [ai, bi] with end points ai, bi. If not, then we can embed 
G’ - Bi in Z (as G’ is critical) and can extend this to an embedding of all of 
G’ by replacing the embedded arc [ai, bi] with the planar graph 
B~u [ai, bi] in a small a-neighborhood of [ai, bi], contradicting the fact 
that G’ does not embed in C. Thus in any embedding of H’ u Bi in C, 
Biu [ai, bi] must contain a noncontractable cycle. Since H’ is Z-OTC the 
edge e must occur twice on a boundary cycle for some region, and in par- 
ticular we obtain a natural embedding of B2 u [a,, b2] in a cylinder and 
hence on a sphere. Now consider cp: G’ - B2 4 Z. The edge e must occur 
twice on the boundary of a region R and the bridges embed as in Fig. 10. 
Let C be an essential cycle in Z, where C lies entirely in the region R except 
for one point in the interval [a,, b2]. Using standard topological methods 
we cap off the cycle C and obtain an embedding G” = G’ - (B, u 
81 5 a2 b2 a3 b3 a4 b4 
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(a2, b,))crZ’, where y(Z’) = y(Z) - 2. Recall we also had an embedding of 
B2 u [a,, b2] in the sphere. By joining A” with the sphere using two han- 
dies (to reconnect the vertices (a2, b,} = (BZ u [a,, b2]) n G”) we can con- 
struct an embedding of G’ into Z, a contradiction. Hence I99J < 4, so we 
have established the appropriate bound on 1 V,(K)I, which completes the 
proof of the lemma. 1 
The technique used in the preceeding proof of “glueing” together two 
partial embeddings will be used repeatedly later in the paper. 
Lemma 3.5 allows us to consider a cubic critical Z-pair (G, H) which 
also satisfies the condition that the vertices of attachment of each (G, H) 
bridge are not contained in a single topological edge of H. Similarly we 
next show that we are also allowed to include the condition that (G, H) is a 
X-ECTC pair, which has been shown to be a useful condition in 
Proposition 3.4. To do this we construct a Z-ECTC pair (G, K) with 
H c Kc G in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected Z-pair such that for 
every embedding cp: Hci Z, no two edges e 1, e2 of H are in the boundary of a 
single common region R in the arrangement depicted: 
=2 
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Then there exists a critical Z-pair (G’, K) with H’ c KC G’ c G, where H’ is 
humeomorphic to H, such that (G’, K) is ZECTC and 1 V,(K)1 < in + 
(2n2 - 2n)(2n2 - 2n - l), where n = $1 V,(H)1 = IE,(H)I. 
ProoJ: Let (G’, H’) be a pair constructed from (G, H) by Lemma 3.5, 
and let 6X be the collection of all arcs A in G’ with A n H’ the set of 
endpoints of A. K will be defined by suitably augmenting H’ with some of 
the arcs in 6K. Let { ej 11 d i < (E,(H’)I > be an indexing of all topological 
edges of H’. Let { z$ I 1 d k < 2 and 1 < i d I&( H’)I } be a designation of 
V,(H’) such that v:, U: are the endpoints of ej. For each ordered pair (ej, ej) 
with i # j if there does not exist an A E 6Z with A n ej # @ #A n ei, then let 
A:j=0=A:j, otherwise (assuming A& has been defined for all 
(i’, j’, k’) <d (i, j, k), where cd denotes the lexicographic order), let 
A:j~ a be chosen such that At n ej is a vertex uzj, Atj n ej # 0, for all 
A E 6K which intersects both ej and the arc [utj, $1 c ej, A must contain 
U”/ and 
U A~:j 
(i’,j’,k’) <d (i&k) 
is minimal. Observe that this minimality condition implies that for 
(i’, j’, k’) <d (i, j, k), A~‘j, n A”j contains at most two cubic vertices. Hence 
in attaching to H’ the arcs A& inductively, adding the mth arc increases the 
number of topological vertices by at most 2 + 2(m - 1) = 2m. 
Let K = H’ Ud(i,j,k) A:j9 and let n= IE,(H’)J. We have 1 V,(K)1 < 
1 V,(H’)I + xzL;2n 2m = $z + (2n2 - 2n)(2n2 - 2n - 1) as desired. Also, since 
(G’, H’) is a C-pair; so is (G’, K). 
It remains to show that K is ZECTC. Suppose not and assume cp: K5.E 
is an embedding with edge ej appearing twice on the boundary of some 
region R. Moreover suppose ej is not an edge of G and let P denote a path 
in (G’ - K) u { ej, Zjj from ?j to ej for some j. Since H’ is Z-OTC we may 
assume ej lies in some topological edge ej of H’. Likewise without loss of 
generality cj lies in some topological edge ej of 29’. Moreover each (G’, H’) 
bridge intersects at least 2 edges of H’ SO we may assume ej # ej. Let R be 
the region of q I H’: H’qZ which contains R. Let C be a simple cycle in R 
with C n H’ c ej such that C runs from one copy of ej in the boundary cycle 
of R to the other copy of ej. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (see Fig. 2) C is 
orientable, or else we contradict H’ being C-OTC. The arc [U:j, U:j] c et 
thus separates the boundary cycle of R into two paths C1 and C2. By the 
hypothesis we know ej lies on exactly one of the Ck. Let k’ = 1 or 2 be dis- 
tinct from k. The edge Zj must lie in the arc [uii, z&]. The path A:; must 
embed under cp in R. As shown in Fig. 11, this contradicts the assumption 
that Zj appears in the boundary of only one region R. Thus such a cp can- 
not exist and we conclude (G’, K) is ZECTC. m 
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Let (G, H) be a cubic C-pair. We say that (G, H) is minimally Z-ECTC if 
(G, H) is Z-ECTC and if over all homeomorphic copies i7 of H such that 
(G, R) is C-ECTC, H contains the minimum number of vertices of G. 
The following lemmas all assume we have a cubic Z-connected minimally 
Z-ECTC C-pair. These lemmas, together with Propositions 3.1 and 3.6, 
combine to prove Theorem 3.18. The main theorem of this section, 
Theorem 3.19, then follows easily. 
We first recover the important property that every (G, H) bridge has ver- 
tices of attachment in at least two edges of H. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (G, H) be a cubic Z-connected critical C-pair which is 
minimally Z-ECTC. Then there exists a Mess cubic Z-connected critical 
Z-pair (G, K), KI H, such that no (G, K) bridge B has vofa(B) c e, where 
e E E,(K). Moreover 1 V/,(K)1 < 1 V,(H)) + 8. 
ProoJ If (G, H) is not O-less then by Proposition 3.4 we have that 
I V,( G)J = I V,( H)I + 8. We define the pair (G, K) to be (G, G) and the 
lemma follows. Hence we can assume (G, H) is O-less. 
Suppose B is a (G, H) bridge with vofa( B) c e E E,(H). If B is anything 
other than a single edge then there would exist a O-graph in Bu e, con- 
tradicting O-less. Hence assume B is an edge, G does not have parallel 
edges, hence the two vertices of attachment of B are the endpoints of B as 
well as the endpoints of an arc [a, b] in e, where [a, b] is not an edge of G. 
Thus the graph H = (H - [a, b] ) u B contains strictly fewer vertices of G 
than does H. Also note that (G, I!?) is IC-ECTC, since any topological edge 
appearing twice on the boundary of a region which is not an edge of G is 
also a topological edge of H with the same properties, a contradiction of 
(G, H) being Z-ECTC. Thus the pair (G, R) contradicts (G, H) being 
minimally C-ECTC, hence the supposed bridge B does not exist. It follows 
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that (G, H) has the properties desired for (G, K), so the proof is com- 
plete. 1 
In the following two lemmas we will bound the size of any (G, H) bridge. 
The remaining lemmas preceeding Theorem 3.18 are concerned with 
bounding the number of (G, H) bridges. 
h4MA 3.8. Let L be a graph with n vertices of valence 1, no oertices of 
valence 2, no cycles with fewer than 3 vertices, no cubic vertices in a 3-cycle 
and no 9-subgraph. Then 1 Vt( L)I < 3n - 4. 
ProoJ: See Lemma 4.10 in [23. 1 
LEMMA 3.9. Let (G, H) be a cubic, 2-connected critical C-pair which is 
O-less. Then for any (G, H)-bridge B, 1 V,( H u B)] < 10 1 V,( H)I - 4. 
ProoJ: Since (G, H) is e-less, for any e E E,(H), Ivofa(B) n el < 2. Thus 
I vofa( B)I < 2 IE,( H)I = 3 ( V,( H)I. The bridge B satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 3.8, where the valency one vertices of B are vofa(B). Applying 
Lemma 3.8 gives the desired bound. 1 
Let (G, H) be a C-ECTC cubic pair and let q: Hq Z be an embedding 
with regions { Ri}. Let Ci denote the boundary cycle for region Ri. A 
bridge B is R,-admissible if there exists an embedding $: H u Bcr Z with 
$ln=q and $(B)cRiUCi. T wo Rradmissible bridges B, and B, are 
R,-parallel if there exists an embedding $: H u B1 u B,q C with II/ 1 H = q 
and tj(B, u B2) c R~u Ci. B, and Bz are Ri-skew if they are both Ri- 
admissible but not R,-parallel. Note that since G is cubic and (G, H) is 
C-ECTC, B, and B2 are Ri-skew if and only if vofa(B,) contains {ul, q,}, 
vofa(B,) contains {vl, v2}, and the cyclic order on these vertices induced 
by Ci is u~v~uZV~. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected Mess ZECTC critical 
Z-pair, and let SJ be the set of all (G, H) bridges B such that vofa(B) inter- 
sects at least three distinct topological edges of H. Then Ial 6 2(;) + 1, 
where n = [E,(H)\ = $ I V,(H)/. 
Proof. By way of contradiction assume I&@1 > 2( “;) + 1. Let e be an edge 
of an arbitrary B E a. Since (G, H) is a critical Z-pair, there exists an 
embedding cp: G - eq Z. 9+# contains at least 2(i) + 1 bridges which do not 
contain e. Since n is the number of topological edges of H, the pigeonhole 
principle implies there exist three topological edges e, , e2, e3 of H and three 
bridges B, , B,, B, such that for each i and j, vofa( Bi) n ej is nonempty. The 
three edges e e I , 2, e3 are in the boundary of at most two common regions 
of cp IH: Hci Z. Hence two, Bi and Bj, of these three bridges embed by cp 
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into the same region R of cp I,+ However both vofa(BJ and vofa(Bi) inter- 
sect each of the three distinct e,, e2, e3, and (G, H) is a ZECTC pair. 
Hence Bi and Bj are R-skew, contradicting the existence of cp lHuBiuBj. 
Thus the assumption 191 > 2(;) + 1 is contradicted. i 
Let (G, K) be a cubic pair. A (G, Q-bridge B is an H bridge if it is 
homeomorphic to the letter H or equivalently, to J& - K2,2. B is a Y 
bridge if it is homeomorphic to the letter Y, i.e., to &. Also B is an I 
bridge if it is a single edge of G. Note the vofa(B) must be the degree one 
vertices of B. Examples are shown in Fig. 12. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected &less critical Z-pair and 
suppose B is a (G, H) bridge with vofa(B) c (e, v e2), where ei E E,(H). Then 
B is either an H, Y, or I bridge. 
Proof Let B be a (G, H)-bridge with vofa(B) c (e, u e,). Observe 
Ivofa(B)I 6 4, since I vofa( B)I > 5 implies Ivofa( B) n eil 3 3 for some i, con- 
tradicting that (G, H) is o-less. 
If Ivofa( B)( = 4 then, since G is 2-connected, any cycle in B would create 
a e-graph in Bu ei for i = 1 or 2. Hence B is a tree with 2 vertices of 
valency 3 and 4 vertices of valency 1. The only such tree is an H bridge. 
If I vofa( B) I = 3 then again, since G is 2-connected, any cycle in B creates 
a e-graph in B u ei for i = 1 or 2. Thus B is a tree and must be a Y bridge. 
If Ivofa( B)I = 2, consider the quotient K = B/vofa( B). If K is nonplanar 
then there is a o-graph disjoint from H, a contradiction. Thus K is planar. 
Since (G, H) is a critical Z-pair, B must be a single edge. 
If Ivofa( B)I < 1 then G is not 2-connected, a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected critical C-pair 
which is O-less and minimally Z-ECTC. Let e,, e, be topological edges of H. 
Let B be a set of (G, H)-bridges, B, with vofa(B) c (Z, u c2). If (91 2 27 + N 
then there exists at least N bridges in S# such that for any edge e in them and 
any embedding $1 G - e 4 Z, II/ I n has e, and e2 bounding a pair of regions 
R1, R2 such that e, v R, v e, v R2 is a cylinder. 
l-i \i’ : 
H bridge Y  bridge I bridge 
FIGURE 12 
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Proof. By way of contradiction suppose there exist 28 bridges in a, 
labeled { Bi}:i 1, such that for each i, Bi contains an edge ei and there exists 
an embedding Cpi: G - eiqZ with the property: if R,,i and Rz,i are two 
regions Of (PiIH with Z1 u e, in the boundary of each, then gl u R1,iu 
ez u Rz,i is not a cylinder. 
Note that for each i, Bin cl and Bin ez are nonempty by Lemma 3.7. 
Hence (Pi 1 H has a region which contains Bi, j # i, so El and ez are in the 
boundary of this region. 
Next we show by contradiction that, for at most 4 of the pi, (PiIH has 
only one region Ri containing Z1 u ez in its boundary. Assume that 5 of the 
Cpi have this property; for convenience of notation assume these 5 are Cpi, 
1 < i 6 5. Under the embedding cps the bridges B1, BZ, B,, and B4 all 
embed in R5. Suppose the order induced by the indices on B1, BZ, B3, B4 
agrees with that induced by the arc e1 under cps (e.g., see Fig. 13). 
Consider (p2: G - e2q Z. Since q2 does not extend to an embedding of G 
and B, is R,-admissible, there exists a bridge B2 such that B2 is R,-skew to 
B2. Note B2 is not B, , B,, or Bq. Also note vofa(B,) c (& uZ2) but 
vofa(B,) & Zi for i = 1,2. Finally consider (p4: G - e4 4 C. Bridges B2 and 
B2 must both embed by q4 in R4. Since vofa(B,) u vofa(B,) c (2, u Z2) and 
B, and B2 are R2-skew, they must also be R,-skew, a contradiction. Hence 
for at most 4 of the Cpi, Cpi 1 n has only one region Ri containing both cl and 
2,. Hence we have 24 of the bridges Bi in 99 with embeddings (Pi such that 
cpi 1 w  has two regions R,,i and R2,i with Zl u e2 in the boundary of each and 
cl u R,,iu e2 u R2,i is not a cylinder. For these 24 PUS, Zl u R,,~u 22 u R2,i 
must be a Mobius strip. 
If Bi, Bj are any two of these 24 bridges, then for any collection of (G, H) 
bridges with vertices of attachment in cl u e2 which are pairwise Rl,i- 
embedding (P5 
FIGURE 13 
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parallel, the same bridges are pairwise &-skew and also are either 
pairwise &,-parallel and &,-skew or pairwise &,-parallel and &,-skew. 
Now consider a particular B, in the collection of 24 bridges discussed 
above; we have pio: G - e,GE. Under this embedding at least 12 of the 
remaining 23 bridges must embed in the same region, RI,, or R,,. By rein- 
dexing if necessary, assume these 12 bridges are denoted Bi, 16 i < 12, and 
that the order induced by the indices coincides with the order induced by 
the arc Z1 (e.g., see Fig. 14). Also, for each j< 12, let R,,j be the region of 
qj 1 H containing at least ten of qj(Bi) for i # j, 16 i < 12. Hence for each 
j 6 12, the bridges { Bi 1 i # j, 1 6 id 12} are pairwise Q-parallel and RrJ- 
skew; also Bi is R,,i admissible (i # j), SO also is R,,i-admissible. It follows 
that (p12 maps at least ten of { Bi Il< i 6 11) into R,,,,. Again reindex if 
necessary so that these 10 bridges are Bi, 1 < i 6 10, and that the order 
induced by the indices coincides with the order induced by the arc Cl. Now 
establish points a, b, c, d, e, f in t?i u C2, not vertices of G, as shown in 
Fig. 14. 
The embedding (p3: G - e3 4 Z does not extend to an embedding of G in 
Z. However B, is R1,3- admissible, so there exists a (G, H) bridge B3 such 
that B3 and B3 are &,-skew. Observe that B3 # Bi for each 1s id 12. Also 
observe that since B, and B, are &,-parallel, they are R2,3-skew. Thus 
1 
R 
l,i 
63 
\ 
64 H \ \ B5 e \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
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1’ 
/ ,, 
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\ 
\ 0 
\ 
\ 
\ 0 
- ‘\ 
63 ‘0 
FIGURE 14 
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under (p3 at least one of the two must embed in R1 3. Similarly, at least one 
of the pair B4, B, embeds in R1,3 under cp3. Hence’B, must be &,-parallel 
to both B, and B, and we conclude vofa(B,) u vofa(B,) c [a, b] u [d, e], 
where [a, b] denotes that arc in Zi with endpoints a and b as labeled in 
Fig. 14. 
In a similar manner by considering q8 we find a bridge 88. 88 is R1,8- 
skew to &, 88 is not Bi, 1 d i< 12, and vofa(B,) u vofa(&) c [b, c] u 
Lkf I- 
For the desired contradiction reexamine the embedding (pi2. Since B, 
and B3 are R1,3- skew, B, and B3 are also R1,12-skew, so at least one of B3 
or B3 must embed in Q2 under (p12. Likewise either B8 or 88, embeds in 
R 2,12 under (p12. However these two bridges embedded by (p12 in R2,12 are 
R1,12 parallel (by examining the intervals containing their vertices of 
attachment) hence are R2,12- skew, a contradiction. Hence there are at most 
27 (G, H) bridges with the desired properties. 1 
Let H be a C-OTC graph. Two embeddings cp: HqZ, $: HGC are 
equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism f: Cq C such that cp = f 0 t,b. 
Note an equivalence class of embeddings is characterized by the circuits 
bounding the open 2-cells. Let (I$ denote the number of pairwise non- 
equivalent embeddings of H into Z. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. LLt H be a cubic 2-connected C-OTC graph. Then 
@$< ($n33n)(n + 2)/2 
where n = 1 V,(H)I. 
Proof. Let n = 1 V,( H)I. Observe I E,( H)I = In, since H is 2-connected. 
We will first find an upper bound for the number of closed paths of 
length k in H. A path of length k can be thought of as an ordered k-tuple 
of edges where the ith and i + lth edges are incident with a common ver- 
tex, Vi, and { Ui, Vi+ I } is the set of endpoints of the i + lth edge. There are 
$n ways of choosing the first such edge, and 3 ways of choosing each of the 
remaining k - 1 edges. Thus the number of paths of length k in H is less 
than or equal to $n3k-1. We ignore the fact that we have counted all paths 
and not just closed paths, the upper bound still holds. 
We consider the circuits bounding the regions as closed paths in H. No 
edge can appear more than twice in one of these boundary circuits; thus 
the maximum length of such a closed path is 2(&) = 3n. The total number 
of closed paths of length at most 3n is 
E $nJk-‘<+ f 3k-1 
k=3 k=l 
< $n33n. 
This is a bound for how many boundary circuits are possible. 
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An embedding of H is characterized by the boundary circuits. The num- 
ber of such circuits for a given embedding is at most /I(G) = (n + 2)/2, since 
H is 2-connected and cubic. Thus the total number of embeddings, 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected critical Z-pair 
which is &less and minimally C-ECTC. Suppose for any embedding qp: HG Z 
there do not exist regions RI and R2 with boundary cycles containing three 
topological edges e 1, e2, e3 in the following configuration: 
2 3 
01 e2 
1  % 4 
6 83 5 
2 5 
9 e3 
1 0 R2 6 
4 e2 3 
Let el and Z2 be in E,(H) and suppose 99 is a set of (G, H)-bridges with 
vofa(B) c 2, u C2. Suppose for any bridge BE $9 any edge e E B and any 
cp: G - eq C, q iH has eI and e2 bounding two regions R, and R2 with 
Z,vR,ve,vR, a cylinder. If 1991 >@Z,{2[N(3n-3)+(3n-4) 
(lOn- 3) + 6]- 1 > + 1, where n = 1 V,(H)I, then there exists subarcs Zl c Z,, 
Z2 c Z2 such that: 
(1) any bridge B incident with either El or E2 has vofa(B) c (Cl v e2); 
and, 
(2) at least N of the bridges B in 9 have vofa(B) c (Zl v Z2). 
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume (G, H), Z, , C,, and 99 are as 
described and there are not subarcs Zl , Z2 as desired. Let n = 1 V,( H)(. 
Since ~~~~@~{2[N(3n-3)+(3n-4)(10n-3)+6]-1}+1 there 
exists a fixed cpO: HqZ: with regions RI, R2 each containing C, u 2, in its 
boundary and such that at least 2[N(3n - 3) + (3n - 4)( 1On - 3) + 61 of 
the bridges B E 99 contain an edge e and there is an embedding cp: G - e 4 C 
with qIH= cpO. With respect to a fixed one of these cp: G - ecy 2, there is a 
region RI so that at least [N(3n - 3) + (3n - 4)(10n - 3) + 6 J of the 
2[N(3n-3)+(3n-4)(10n-3)+6]- 1 remaining bridges embed in RI; 
these bridges are thus pairwise RI-parallel. Partition these [N(3n - 3) + 
(3n - 4)( 10n - 3) + 61 RI-parallel bridges into 3 collections of sets of 
bridges as follows: 3n - 3 sets with N bridges in each, denoted {pi I 1 < i < 
3n - 3 >, 3n - 4 sets with 10n - 3 bridges in each, denoted (ai1 1~ i < 
3n - 4}, and 2 sets with 3 bridges in each, denoted {VI, V2 >I arranged by q 
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in R1 as depicted in Fig. 15. Also label points uj, vi for 16 i < 3n - 3, 
j= 1,2 as shown in Fig. 15, the points u{, u{ in Z1 u Z, not vertices of G. 
For each i, 1~ id 3n - 3, the subarcs [u!, v:] c k?i and [uf, u:] c & 
satisfy condition (2) in the conclusion of Proposition 3.14. Since we 
assumed there are not subarcs satisfying both conditions (1) and (2), for 
each i there exists a path Pi from either [uf, ~$1 or [u:, 0: J to some 
topological edge & E,(H), 2 # Z1, &. At least 3n/2 - 1 of the paths 
{PiI 1 di<3n- 3) have one endpoint in (without loss of generality) 2,. 
Since (G, H) is a 2-connected cubic pair, I&(H) - { Z1, Z2} 1 = 
$ jV,(H)I -2= $n - 2. Thus for some & E (E,(H) - { @, , Z2} ) there exists 2 
paths Pi, Pj, j> i, from Zz to Z3. 
Next we will show Pin Pj = 0. If not, then Pi u Pj is contained in some 
(G, H)-bridge B’. Let a = Pin Cz and b = Pj n g2. Since a lies in [UT, u:] and 
I,; 1 2 
Y  u1 ” Y  u1 
t : 
. 
: 
1 2 
“1’ ” “1 
I Y  
: 
. 
1 
u2” 
() 2 
u2 
1’ 
. 
. 
. 
1 
“2’1 
2 
” “2 
I : 
. 
: 
1 - 2 
%” ’ % 
. 
. 
. 
FIG. 15. The horizontal lines represent N(3n - 3) + (3n - 4)( 1On - 3) + 6 bridges, all 
pairwise RI-parallel. 
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b lies in [UT, $1, j > i, we have [u;, UT+ 1 ] c [a, b]. Each bridge in &i has a 
vertex of attachment in [UT, uf+ J, thus [a, b] contains at least 1On - 3 ver- 
tices of G. By Lemma 3.9 the bridge B’ contains at most 10n - 4 vertices. 
Thus H = (H - (a, b)) u (path from a to b in B’ ) is a homeomorphic copy 
of H containing strictly fewer vertices. Since (G, H) is C-ECTC and 
E(G) n E,(H) = E(G) n E,(a), (G, f7) is also C-ECTC. This contradicts 
(G, H) minimally Z-ECTC, thus our assumption Pi n P,. # @ is wrong and 
we conclude Pin P,. = 0. Henceforth denote these two disjoint paths by P’ 
and P”. 
The sets (ai} and {gi} were used only to guarantee the existence of two 
disjoint paths P’ and P” from 2, to Z3. We will use these paths and the sets 
@it i= 1,2, to reach the desired contradiction. 
With respect to the embedding cp previously fixed, let R, be the cp lH 
region other than R1 which contains 2, in its boundary. Index paths D,, 
D2, D3, D4, points a, b, and bridges in %‘i u &, { Bi}Q= I as shown in 
Fig. 16. The arcs 2 1, ez partition the boundary cycle of R1 into 2 paths 
D,, D3. Similarly 2,) e2 partition the boundary cycle of R2 into 2 paths 
4, DA. 
Recall each Bi, 1< id 6, contains an edge ei with vi: G - e,GC having 
(Pill?= q. = cp IH, Observe 2, lies in at least one of the D:s since (p embeds 
P’ in R, u gz u R2 u Z3. Without loss of generality e3 E D2. Since (G, H) is 
Z-ECTC we have either e3 lies in no Di other than D2, e3 lies in D1 and D, 
only, or e3 lies in D3 and D2 only. 
FIGURE 16 
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Case 1. Z3 lies in no Di other than D2, Consider (p2: G - e,qZ. Under 
this embedding path P’ and P” must embed in &. Hence bridges B1 and 
B, both embed in region RI. Bridge B2 is RI-admissible, yet this 
embedding does not extend to an embedding of G. Thus there exists a 
bridge &, & RI-skew to BZ, & RI-parallel to BI and B3. Since (G, H) is 
O-less, Lemma 3.7 implies vofa(&) c cl u Zz, but vofa(B,) & ei for i = 1, 2. 
Note & lies between B, and B3 in R,. Next consider qs: G - e,qE. That 
paths P’ and P” again embed in R2 implies B2 and & both embed by cp5 in 
R,, a contradiction since they are &-skew. 
Case 2. e3 lies in D1 and D2. As in the argument of Case 1, (p2 embeds 
B, and B3 in a common region R = RI or R2 and there is a (G, H) bridge 
s, such that B, and & are R-skew. Since (vofa(B,) u vofa(B,)) c (2, u Z2) 
and neither bridge has vofa contained in a single ei, B, and & are both 
&skew and R,-skew. However cp5 embeds bridges B2 and & both in the 
region not containing q,(P’), a contradiction. 
Case 3. & lies in D, and D3. According to the hypothesized restriction 
on boundaries of RI and &, & is in D2 such that RI u&u& UC, is a 
Mobius strip. Since P’ and P” are R,-parallel they must then be &-skew. 
Thus under any embedding at least one of the two must embed in RZ. 
Hence an argument similar to that in Case 1 and in Case 2 also applies to 
establish a contradiction in Case 3. 
In summary, we have shown that under the assumption that there are 
not subarcs e”,, Z2 with the desired properties, there exist disjoint paths 
P’, P” joining Z2 to &. We then considered three exhaustive cases covering 
possibilities for Z3 in the boundaries of regions RI and RZ, and reached a 
contradiction in each case. We conclude our original assumption of the 
nonexistence of gI, e”, is wrong, which completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.14. 1 
LEMMA 3.15. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected critical C-pair which is 
&less and minimally E-ETC. Suppose cl, ez E E,(H) and let Zl c el, Z, c Z, 
be subarcs such that any bridge B incident with Zl ue”, has vofa(B) c 
(2, u e2). Let B’ be a bridge with vofa(B’) c (Zl u Z2) such that for any edge 
e E B’ and any embedding q: G - e 4 Z, cp ) n has el and e, bounding 2 com- 
mon regions R1, R, with e1 u R1 u ez u R, a cylinder, further suppose B’ is 
Ri-admissible for i = 1, 2. Then B’ is an I bridge. 
Proof By Lemma 3.11 we know B’ is either an H bridge, a Y bridge, or 
an I bridge. 
By way of contradiction, suppose B’ is an H bridge. Label the vertices of 
B’ and the endpoints of Zl, EZ, Z,, ZZ as shown in Fig. 17. 
By Lemma 3.7 no bridge B has vofa( B) c e for any 2 E E,(H). Also if q is 
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an embedding such that cp JH has regions R1, R2 with cl u R1 u & u R2 a 
cylinder, and if B1, B2 are two bridges with vofa(B, u B2) c (e, u &), then 
B1 is &-skew to B, if and only if B1 is &-skew to B,. In such situations, 
we will refer to the bridges as being skew or parallel without designating 
the region involved. 
Let cp: G - [4,9] GC, and let R be the region of cp 1 H containing 
cp( [9, lo]). B’ is R-admissible and cp does not extend to an embedding 
including edge [4,9]. There exists a bridge B, which is skew to B’ but 
parallel to B’ - [4,9]. The bridge B1 must contain a vertex in the interval 
[4,6]. Since [4,6] c El = [2, 71, B, must also contain a vertex, designated 
13, in the interval [ll, 14). 
In a similar manner by deleting edge [9, 141 we get a bridge B2 with a 
vofa(B,) intersecting both intervals [14, 161 and Cl, 41, at vertices 
designated 15 and 3, respectively. 
Observe B1 # BZ. B1 is parallel to B’ - [4,9] but B, is skew to B’. So B, 
is skew to B’ - [9, 141. However B2 is parallel to B’ - [9, 141 so B, # B,. 
Consider cp: G - [6, lo] qZ. At least two of the bridges B,, B,, and 
B’ - [6, lo] must embed in the same region. These 3 bridges are pairwise 
skew, a contradiction. Thus our assumption was wrong, and B’ is not an H 
bridge. 
Next, by way of contradiction, suppose B’ is a Y bridge. Label the ver- 
tices of B’, the endpoints of Z 1, -1, e”*, ez as shown in Fig. 18. As before, for e 
B,, B, bridges with vertices of attachment contained in Zl u Z2 and embed- 
dings with & u R1 u Zz u R2 a cylinder, we will refer to B, being skew (or 
parallel) to B2 without mention of the region. 
Consider the embedding q: G - [ 16, lo] 4 Z. B’ - [ 16, lo] embeds in a 
region but we cannot extend this embedding to admit all of B’. Thus there 
exists a bridge B, which is skew to B’ but parallel to B’- [ 16, lo]. B, must 
have a vertex of attachment in the interval [ 10, 131. Since [ 10, 131 c 
FIGURE 17 
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FIGURE 18 
[9, 141 = zz, vofa(B) c (2, u &). B, must also have a vertex of attachment 
in the interval [ 1,4]. Designate these 2 vertices of attachment by 11 and 3, 
respectively (see Fig. 18). 
In a similar manner by deleting [16,13] construct a bridge B2 with 
{ 12,5} c vofa(B,). We note Bi #B, as B, is parallel to B’ - [lo, 161 but 
skew to B’, so B1 is skew to B’ - [ 13, 161 but B, is not. Hence vertex 11 is 
distinct from vertex 12. 
Define R= (H- [lo, 131)~ {[lo, 161, [16,13]}. i7 is z-ECTC since R 
is homeomorphic to H and E(G) n E,(H) = E(G) n E,(R). Since 
li7n V(G)( < (Hn V(G)1 we contradict H being minimally A+-ECTC. Thus 
our assumption that B’ is a Y bridge was wrong. 
By Lemma 3.11, B’ must be either an H bridge, a Y bridge, or an I 
bridge. By eliminating the first two possibilities we conclude B’ is an Z 
bridge. 1 
LEMMA 3.16. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected critical Z-pair which is 
O-less and minimally E-ECTC. Let el, ez E E,(H) and let e”l c cl, Zz c ez be 
subarcs such that any (G, H)-bridge B with a vertex of attachment in Zl u Z2 
has vofa(B) c (cl u &). Assume B = (el Il< i < I) is a set of seven (G, H) I 
bridges with vofa(ei) c (ZI u Z2) for each i = I,..., I. Also assume that the 
order on g induced by the indices agrees with the order on a induced by the 
vertices of attachment in the arc e”,. For i= 1 and 4, let vi: G-e,GC be an 
embedding such that (PiIH has two regions Rl,i and R2,i, each containing 
(el u e2) in its boundary cycle with cp,(ZI) u Rl,iu cp,(ez)u R2.i a cylinder. 
Then it is false that the bridges of 4# are all pairwise RI,,-parallel except for 
ej, ej+ 1, where j is even (j= 2,4,6); in other words, &I does not satisfy the 
arrangement depicted in Fig. 19. 
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FIGURE 19 
ProoJ: By way of contradiction assume such a set 3 of Z bridges exists. 
To observe that there does not exist a vertex of G in the interior of any 
of the arcs in A = { [2, 31, [9, 101, [6,7], [13, 14]}, let i7= (H-A) u 
( e2, e3, e6, e7}. Now Z? is homeomorphic to H, and E,(H) n E(G) = 
E,(R) n E(G) so i7 is z-ECTC. Hence if one of the arcs of A is not an edge 
of G, then 1 V(e)1 < 1 V(H)] which contradicts that (G, H) is minimally 
C-ECTC. 
Next observe that { 2,9, 7, 14) is a cutset of G. If not, then there exists a 
(G, H) bridge B such that one vertex of attachment of B is in [3,6] c e”i or 
in [ 10, 131 c iF2, and another vertex of attachment of B is in 2, - [9, 141 or 
in cl - [2,7], respectively. Without loss of generality, assume vofa(B) n 
[3,6] and vofa(B) n [14, 15) are nonempty. Since cpl: G-e, GC is an 
embedding, at least two of the bridges B, e6, e7 must be embedded by cpi in 
the same cp I I H region. But this is a contradiction since B, e6, and e7 are 
pairwise R,,, -skew and so also R2,1-skew. Hence {2,9, 7 14) is a cutset of 
Let C1 be the maximal subgraph of G which is separated from 
H - (2, u c2) by { 2,9,7, 14); equivalently let C1 be the topological closure 
of the component containing e4 of the topological complement of 
(2,9,7, 14) in G. Also let C2 be the graph G - Ci. Observe that C1 n C2 = 
(2,9,7, 14). 
Let i be 1 or 4. Recall that vi: G - eiq C is an embedding such that vi I H 
makes two regions Rl,i and Rz,i with qi(el) u Rl,i u qi(ez) u Rz,i a cylinder. 
Since a pair of e 5, e 6, e7 must be R,,i-skew and R,,i-skew, there is a cylinder 
Di c Cpi(e”l) u R,,iU Cpi(e”,) u Rz,i with qi(2) and q,(9) on one of the boun- 
dary cycles of Di, and q,(7) and (Pi(14) are on the other; also it may be 
assumed that D4 n (Pi(C2 u e”, u e”*) = (p4( [2,7]) u (p4( [9, 14]), and that 
D1~q,(C1). Let II/: D1 +D4 be a homeomorphism such that 
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(ii) c,+l-cC,+6,-b,+l-al-2>,mln 
* lcx (r;y), 
(iii) ~,+~-c,+b,-b,+~-a~-2>mm 
’ jb,,, (‘,:‘T’). 
ProoJ: For each integer x (1 < x < d) and for each w  E SX,X,U,D set 
UJw)= I(y I y=h%.Y, w)=x+ 1119 
D,(w)=l(ylyE~,a(y,w)=~-l)l, 
Z,(w) = 1. 
Note 
U,(w) + Uw) d rL(w) (ledd) (WES,,..). 3 9 , (2-l) 
Now set 
Rx= {w I w E S&,24.“, k(w) 2 11 (16.&d). (2.2) 
For each vertex p E d and each integer x (16 x 6 d) define the sets 
u,(p)={w 1 wR,,a(w,p)=x+l}, 
d,(p)= {w I w~R,,a(w,p)=x-1). 
Note 
c Uw)= c ldP)I (16x64 
weRx PEA 
(2.3) 
and 
Set 
We now show the following inequalities hold. 
(1) MP)I + Iu,-~(P)I ~mx{cx+b,-I-aI-2), PEA G%xW, 
(2) MP)I W&,-J I&-,(P)~, PEA W--4, 
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skew to all 3 bridges B,, B,, and B,. The embedding q3: G - B, 4 Z has 
both B2 and B, in the region not containing &. Since (p3 does not extend 
to B3, there is a bridge B, which is skew to B3, parallel to B, and B4 and 
lies between B2 and B4. Thus { B3, B3, &} are all pairwise skew. Under the 
embedding cpl: G - B1 ~z at least two of these bridges must go in the same 
region, a contradiction. Hence Z& is parallel to B,, and similarly also to B,. 
Thus we conclude there exists a bridge &, & skew to B4, i& lying between 
B2 and B,, parallel to both. 
In a similar manner construct bridges { B,i- 1 } 3” 1. Observe each B,i- 1 
lies between BSi- 3 and BSi+ 1, hence they are all distinct. Also note 
vofa(B,i- 1) c (gl u g2). By applying Proposition 3.12 to the set of bridges 
(85i- I} 30 1 we conclude at least 3 of the B,i- 1, say Bi, , B,, Bg, have the 
property that for any edge e E Bii and any embedding cp: G - e 4 X, cp 1 n has 
regions R1 and R2 with el u R1 u e;! u R2 a cylinder. By Lemma 3.15 Ei, 3 
Bi2, and Bi3 are all Z bridges. The set {B, Bi, , 8,) B,, Bil, B,, Bis} con- 
tradicts Lemma 3.16. 
Hence the assumption Ia1 2 302 contradicts Lemma 3.16. So 
p1<301. # 
THEOREM 3.18. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected critical Z-pair which is 
minimally Z-ECTC. Assume for any embedding cp: HciZ, no three edges 
e, , e2, e3 of H are in the boundaries of the same two regions RI, R2 in the 
arrangement depicted: 
,m4 ,06 
6 e3 5 4 e2 3 
Then ( V,( G)I is bounded by a function of I V,( H)I. 
ProoJ: If the pair (G, H) is not &less then Proposition 3.4 yields the 
desired conclusion. Thus assume (G, H) is e-less. 
Lemma 3.9 bounds the size of any (G, H)-bridge by a function of 
I VtW)l- 
Lemma 3.7 says no (G, H)-bridge has all its vertices of attachment con- 
tained in a single topological edge of H. 
Lemma 3.10 bounds the number of (G, H)-bridges with vertices of 
attachment in 3 or more topological edges of ZZ. This bound is a function 
of I KW)I. 
It remains only to bound the number of bridges with vertices of 
attachment in a pair of edges. Since the number of ways of choosing a pair 
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of edges is $($I V,(H) I)( 3 1 Vt( H)I - 1 ), it suffkes to bound the number of 
bridges B with vofa(B) c cl u ez for a specific pair of topological edges cl 
and Zz. The number of such bridges is at most: 27 + @g{ 2[302(3n - 3) + 
(3n-4)(10n-3)+6)-l), where @E=($n33”)(“+2u2 and n=lV,(H)I. 
To see this, if the number of such bridges is more than this number, 
then by Proposition 3.12, at least @5{2[ (302)(3n - 3) + (3n - 4)( 10n - 3) 
+ 6]- 1 > + 1 of these bridges have the property of the conclusion of 
Proposition 3.12. By Proposition 3.14 there are subarcs Zl , g2 as described 
containing the vertices of attachment of at least 302 of these bridges. This 
result contradicts Proposition 3.17. 
Thus we have bounded the size of any bridge and the number of such 
bridges. Each bound used is a function of I V/,(H)I, which completes the 
proof of the theorem. 1 
THEOREM 3.19. Let (G, H) be a cubic 2-connected E-pair such that for 
etiery embedding cp: H 4 C, 
(1) no two edges e,, e2 of H are in the boundary of a single common 
region R. in the arrangement depicted: 
(2) 
=2 
=1 
Iz:: 
R =2 
=1 
and 
no three edges of H are in the boundaries of the same two regions 
RI, R2 in the arrangement depicted: 
2 3 
e1 e2 
1 0 % 4 
6 e3 5 
2 5 
e1 =3 
1 0 R2 6 
4 e2 3 
Then there exists a 2-connected Z-pair (G, K) such that K does not embed in 
Z, I V,(K)1 is bounded by a function of I VJH)I, and K contains a subgraph 
homeomorphic to H. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.6 there exists a critical Z-ECTC pair (G,, H,) 
with HI c G1 c G and H, containing a homeomorph of H. Let (G2, H2) be 
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a critical C-ECTC pair, H 1 z Hz z G2 c Gi, such that if G3 is any proper 
subgraph of Gz there does not exist an H3 z H, with (G3, H3) a critical 
ZECTC pair. 
If G2 is not 2-connected then G2 consists of the disjoint union of Hz and 
K and I K(Gdl = I WM + 6 = I WOI + 6. By wplyiw 
&&osition 3.1 to the pair (G, G2) we get a 2-connected pair (G, K), KX G2 
and I V,(K)1 bounded by a function of I Vt( G2)l. This pair satisfies the 
desired conclusion. Hence assume G2 is 2-connected. 
Define H3 as that homeomorphic copy of H2 such that (G2, H,) is 
minimally C-ECTC. If (G2, H3) is not critical then G2 3 G3 with (G3, H3) a 
critical C-ECTC pair, contradicting the choice of (G2, Hz). Thus ( G2, H3) 
is a 2-connected critical minimally ZECTC Z-pair. By applying 
Theorem 3.18 to the pair ( G2, H3), I V,( G,)l is bounded by a function of 
I V,(H,)(, so defining K = G2 completes the proof. # 
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